Lectures Given by Fellows

Community lectures- Given during WLA NB rotation
Location: Sunrise Assisted Living 1312 15th Street Santa Monica 90404
Contact: Brandi Bishop @ Sunrise Assisted Living/ Questions should go directly to Geriatric Fellowship coordinator
Parking: Please park in the underground parking for your lecture. Take a parking ticket and get it validated by the receptionist.

These lectures are given to a group of about 30-50 residents at Sunrise Assisted Living and are advertised to the community to attend as well. The UCLA Geriatric Medicine attending at Santa Monica Hospital will attend the lecture. Fellows should attempt to speak slowly and loudly. Remember that you are speaking to a lay audience. Handouts are very well received.

Journal club- Given during VA Psych rotation
Location: 2339 Peter V. Ueberroth building, suite 2339, geriatric conference room
Contact: Arun Karlamangla, PhD, MD
Parking: All fellows can park on street parking for two hours for $2 dollars. There’s a two hour free parking lot Broxton across from California Pizza Kitchen on Broxton and Weyburn Avenue

Journal Clubs consist of a thorough evaluation of a recent paper on a relevant Geriatric Medicine topic. Fellows will receive instruction in evaluation of the literature during Thursday afternoon lectures early in the academic year.

Thursday lecture- Given during WLA REH rotation
Location: WLA VA building 500, room 3232 (this is held during the MPGMG lecture series)
Contact: Geriatric Fellowship Coordinator
Parking: WLA VA

Each fellow will pick a topic that he/she would like to review for a 60 minute lecture. Each fellow should choose a faculty mentor to assist with the preparation of the lecture. Topics must be approved in advance by Dr Weintraub.

PM&R- Given during WLA REH
Location: WLA VA building 500, 1st floor, South Wing, room 1277
Contact: Dixie Aragaki, MD
Parking: WLA VA
Each fellow will lecture on an assigned topic to the PM&R residents. Contact Dr Weintraub if you would like assistance with lecture preparation.
GEM - Given during GEM
Location: WLA Bldg 500 GEM conference room
Contact: Dhanani
Parking: WLA VA
Each fellow will give a lecture on an assigned topic to the GEM residents. Contact Dr
Weintraub if you would like assistance with lecture preparation.